
Craft 
Mary & Joseph, Jesus & Camel 
This week, students will assemble the two Craft Ornament Sheets above: 
1. Mary and Joseph 
2. Jesus and Camel 

 
Materials 
• Mary and Joseph, Jesus and Camel Craft 
Sheets 
• White card stock 
• Printer 
• Scissors 
• Markers 
• Stick glue 
• Christmas colored or plain white tissue 
paper 
• White yarn (thin, not thick) 
• Scotch tape 
• Long paper clips 

Preparation 
1. On white card stock, print out one copy of the craft sheets for each student, plus a couple 
of extra sets. 
2. For better lines, cut out the pieces for each student using adult scissors. 
3. Cut the white yarn into 8-inch-long pieces. 



Instructions 
Make a couple of extra sets of the ornaments for students who are absent. Use the instructions 
below. 
Have students do the following:  
1. If you are using the black and white set, color in their 
two sheets. They can color Mary the traditional blue to make her stand out. 
2. Cut out the pieces if they are not precut. 
3. Turn the main bodies face down. 
4. Make a loop with the piece of yarn, bringing both ends together near the top point of each 
ornament. Leave about an inch of each below the point, leaving a 3-inch loop above. Press 
firmly on tape to keep the ends down. Cut the tape ends to the shape of the ornament. 
5. Glue the legs evenly onto the bottom center of the cone, facing down. 
6. Turn the ornament over, face up. Cover the “flap” area with stick glue. Roll the ornament 
into a cone using the lines as a guide. Keep the back together with a long paperclip while it’s 
drying. 
7. Glue the arms down where the gray dot appears using stick glue. 
8. Write your name or initials on the inside of your cone. 
To preserve the pieces for each student until the last Sunday before Christmas, stuff each cone 
with a small piece of tissue and store it in blown-up supermarket bags tied loosely with the 
child’s name on each. 

 
 

   
 

   



 
 



 



 



 


